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Introduction 

In the drily humorous Dutch film Abd (Alex van Warmerdam, 1986), which iron-

izes the suffocating atmosphere in a typically Dutch domestic setting,1 Abel's father 

(Henri Garcin) is firmly set against having a television in the house. He argues that 

his thirty-one-year-old son cannot profit much from watching television, since its 

programs are rubbish and the films are even worse. Thus he says: "Take a cowboy 

film. Doesn't this cowboy have parents that he visits once in a while? And if he 

doesn't, did those parents die or was the cowboy an abandoned child? Doesn't he 

have brothers, sisters, and what kind of education did he get? You never hear 

anything about that" (translation mine).2 

Abel's father disdains cowboy films for what he considers to be their simpli

fied representations of (complex) "reality." In his opinion, these films side-step too 

many questions about daily life. Even today, this view of westerns as being, 

by definition, uncomplicated is expressed frequently and sustains perceptions of 

cowboy films and novels as easily consumable: you watch/read them and it is 

crystal clear what you have seen/read. The notion that the content of popular "low-

culture" genres such as westerns is transparent has at times nurtured a strong 

prejudice against them based on their presumed failure to stimulate their readers to 

critical reflection. 

In this study I suggest one way that we, as present-day readers/viewers, can 

learn more from westerns than initially meets the eye. My purpose is to read 

predominantly "old" western novels and films "anew," focussing specifically on the 

interdependent relation between genre and gender - in this case, masculinity.3 With 

regard to the genre of the western, masculinity has either been ignored as an ex

plicit issue or has been considered unproblematically self-evident. The tough cow

boy who can adapt himself to the wide space and natural environment of the West 

is conventionally taken to be a real man. Recent debates on and theories of "male 

trouble"4 will help me to understand retroactively that masculinity has always-

already been a problem in the genre of the western.5 This approach to reading 

westerns anew enables me, in turn, to consider more broadly how constructions of 

masculinity are implicated in cultural-historical identities. The rest of my 

Introduction will elaborate my conception of these three primary issues: the genre 

of the western, constructions of masculinity, and cultural-historical identities. 

Genre as an Interplay between Repetition and Variation 

We name a novel or a film a "western" when we recognize within it certain charac

teristics that we say belong to the genre of the western. Common denominators of 

westerns are the figure of the cowboy and his positioning in the space between wil

derness and civilization. While such generic elements are recurrent, they are 
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neither stable nor universally valid - as the following example suggests. A man who 

dresses and identifies himself as a cowboy, is generally considered a sturdy guy, 

capable of handling a gun. In Burt Kennedy's humorous western film Support Your 

Local Gunfighter (1971), con-man Latigo (James Garner) convinces the townspeople 

of Purgatory that the oafish and cross-eyed cowboy Jud (jack Elam) is actually a 

notorious gunfighter. Consequently, the citizens (mis)interpret the cowboy's clum

sy imitation of a sturdy pose as a sign of his identity as a "tough" man. The example 

of this comic western is useful in exposing the fundamental variability of genre: 

Kennedy's film exploits and reverses a well-known convention for humorous effect. 

Since the conventions of a genre are liable to variability, I define "genre" as 

an interplay between repetitive elements and variations. Critics of the western in the 

seventies -a booming period of genre analysis - already acknowledged that the con

ventions of a genre are in flux. These critics (among them Cawelti, P. French, 

Kitses, and Wright) were correct in suggesting that variability stands or falls with an 

indication of what is more or less constant. According to Will Wright, the western 

genre is defined by "standard images" that can be distorted (14). He takes the repre

sentation of the cowboy as a tough, masculine gunfighter as one of these standard 

images. Unlike Wright and other western critics from the seventies, I aim to 

question the nature of this representation. Since the critics from the seventies 

refrained from challenging the nature of the hero's image, they could not see the 

cowboy's masculinity as a problematic construction. 

Martin Pumphrey's "Why Do Cowboys Wear Hats in the Bath?" from 1989 

is cited as the first article to reflect on masculinity in the western genre (Pye, 

"Introduction" 12). Pumphrey mentions the defensive means the cowboy uses to 

disavow his vulnerability and to keep up an image of toughness. According to him, 

a bathing cowboy compensates for the feminine display of his naked body by way of 

attributes that explicitly connote masculinity such as hats, cigars and guns. In the 

vein of Pumphrey, Jane Tompkins reads masculinity in westerns as a defensive 

response to feminist interests. Whereas her genre analysis is grounded in the bina

ry opposition between masculinity and femininity, I intend to problematize this 

binarism itself by arguing how masculinity is caught up in the impasse of its own 

constructions. 

The most extensive study to date on the cowboy's masculinity is Lee Clark 

Mitchell's book Westerns from 1996. He examines how the cowboy is positioned 

within various cultural-historical contexts as a model of tough masculinity. In con

trast to Mitchell, who predominantly focuses on the process of "making the man in 

fiction and film" (to quote his subtitle), my aim is to expose the "un-making" of man 

on the basis of westerns that deviate from the traditional pattern. In turn, we can 

reread traditional westerns from a new, critical perspective. This aim requires a 

detour. Keeping in mind that variations can only come to the fore by recognizing 
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what is more or less constant, I can only discuss the "un-making" of man when I 

first describe, in chapter two, a conventional form of white masculinity in westerns 

and the way this form is constituted by means of specific narrative devices. 

The "Gift" of Masculinity 

I endorse the assumption, argued in several studies of gender and male trouble, that 

masculinity has no content of its own and is not essential but is subject to con

struction and "masquerade." A subject does not "possess" masculinity, which im

plies that masculinity is not the man's prerogative. Masculinity is, as Eve Sedgwick 

correctly claims, not always "about men" ("Gosh" 12), but can equally engage 

women.6 In this study, masculinity will be considered as "always an imaginary iden

tification" (Savran 8). A subject can fantasmatically adopt it for him- or herself by 

appropriating representations that connote masculinity.7 But this adoption has only 

full validity insofar as the subject is affirmed in his or her appropriation of mascu

linity by other subjects. This process of positive affirmation is highlighted in what I 

would call traditional westerns. Since secondary characters are willing to take the 

hero for a real man, the reader is made to believe in the cowboy's masculinity. 

These westerns are determined by a specific narrative positioning of the 

hero. The structure of this positioning occurs irrespective of the medium (film, 

novel, or comic strips), even when each medium has its own form of representing 

the hero. The cowboy - the main protagonist in westerns - is only a true hero on con

dition that he does not hold the position of character-bound narrator: at the level of 

the primary narrator's text, the cowboy is a "he" and not an "I." Suffice it to say in 

this Introduction that his appearance and actions are usually presented from within 

the "vision" of other characters. Judging the cowboy by his clothes, body, and/or 

facial expression the embedded focalizers value him as an impressive man. Their 

assumption that the cowboy is a tough guy is "revealed" in violent inter-male rival

ry. It can already be guessed why the showdown - the climactic duel between gun-

fighters - preferably takes place in small-town Main Streets at "high noon." Time 

and place will ensure a considerable number of witnesses who can testify 

admiringly to how fast the hero is on the draw. Hence, his heroism is constituted in 

the eyes of admiring beholders. 

Masculine heroism in westerns requires an internal audience. The onlooking 

characters have to see how the male hero is a better man than his opponent. This 

appraisal of the hero is generally mediated by the "vision" of the internal onlookers. 

These spectators reward the best man in a competition with the "gift" of masculini

ty. Implicitly or even explicitly, they tell him: "You were good, you were quick, so 

you must be a real man." 

In part one I assume an analogy between a particular manifestation of tradi

tional masculinity in westerns and the conventional psychoanalytic notion that 
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(phallic) masculinity is unfractured and whole. The analogy, however, is not com

plete, if only because of a decisive formal difference. In psychoanalytic accounts of 

sexual difference, a boy/man is usually represented as the "bearer of the look," to 

quote Laura Mulvey's term (19). This position enables the boy/man to cast off his 

fear of (female) castration and to interpret woman's lack as a sign of his superiori

ty over her. In a traditional western, the hero is predominantly positioned as object 

of the look of character-bound focalizers who "see" him with eyes of imagination as 

a real man.8 In this study I will exploit this formal difference between the man as 

bearer and as object of the look to set up a dialogue between psychoanalysis and the 

genre of the western. One of the aims of this dialogue is to expose the inconsisten

cies behind the bestowal of masculinity onto presumed tough cowboys. The selec

tion of westerns for analysis in this study is primarily structured around issues such 

as subjectivity, story-telling, father figures, whiteness/wildness, irony, male homo

sexual desire, which encourage me to reflect why the notion of an unfractured mas

culinity is a theoretical impossibility. The effect of the (re)readings of westerns is 

that we can gain further insight into what the problems of masculinity consist of. 

Taking in part two as my starting point Jacques Lacan's one and only 

example of the hold-up, I will show that the western genre offers different scenarios 

of this "your money or your life!"-event. These different versions enable me to dis

cuss the tensions between tough masculinity, subjectivity, and the law. On the basis 

of this reflection, I will ultimately address the question, Why can a cowboy not tell 

the story of his own gunfight in flashback? The cowboy's heroism has to be told by 

others, since masculinity is an imaginary illusion projected onto the successful gun-

fighter. As soon as he occupies the role of narrator himself, he either risks exposure 

as a braggart or he becomes an anonymous figure in town, as in John Ford's film 

The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance. In this western, there is no reliable witness to 

report the actual course of the showdown. In the absence of character-bound 

focalizers who can foster and channel the belief in the gunfighter's masculinity, the 

sympathetic and unskilled lawyer is acknowledged mistakenly as hero. Although the 

gunfighter tells the lawyer in flashback that he shot the villain, the actual shooter 

sinks into obscurity while the lawyer rises to fame. This suggests that the cowboy 

has to reject the option of telling his story. He cannot simultaneously be seen as a 

hero and be the narrator of his own flashback. 

In this same part two I will also outline why a cowboy cannot meet his father. 

On the basis of Freud's fable of the primal horde in Totem and Taboo I will argue 

that the father is an impossible rival for the son. The presence of this figure would 

be in fundamental disaccord with the generic rule that violent inter-male competi

tion is the basis of the western. This brief overview of part two already suggests that 

the strategy of rereading psychoanalytic accounts of the slippage between 

imaginary and symbolic phallus, of the forced choice between "meaning" and 
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"being," and of the dead father figure exposes the specificities of and the 

shortcomings within constructions of masculinity in westerns.9 

In part three, dedicated to "Indian"-westerns, the same strategy is deployed. 

The psychoanalytic concepts of enjoyment and the look/gaze distinction are reread 

to discuss the problem of the hero's whiteness by tackling the question, Why is the 

encounter between white cowboy and "Indian" constitutively missed? In westerns, 

white male identity is silhouetted against the hackneyed imagery that the Indians 

are either "wild savages" or "noble savages." Owing to the cowboy's projection of 

these stereotyped characteristics, he fails to constitute his identity as a white Indian, 

mediating between wilderness and civilization. In his violent attempt to keep at bay 

the presumed brute wildness of Indians, the cowboy involuntarily imitates them too 

much, as Ford's western film The Searchers shows. In his apparently benevolent 

attempt to copy their presumed noble wildness, the cowboy cannot succeed in fully 

identifying with them, as Samuel Fuller's Run of the Arrow indicates. 

Shifting Fascinations 

A psychoanalytic framework helps me to see that white masculinity is a problem in 

westerns, but psychoanalysis is not always a useful tool in explaining variations 

among constructions of masculinity. The psychoanalytic accounts of sexual 

differentiation in part one help me to describe the "rule" of traditional masculinity, 

but fail to explain the distinctions within the "rule." Freud's fable of the primal 

horde, to which I refer in part two, is useful in understanding the absence of the 

cowboy's father figure in the western, but the story does not offer an explanation for 

the anomalous presence of this figure in some westerns from the fifties. 

Psychoanalytic concepts enable me to see why the encounter between white hero 

and Indian fails, but are insufficient to understand why the basic role of the Indian 

- which is to enrich the white man's identity with the mark of wildness - changes 

through time and culture. 

These changes and deviations can only be discussed by reconsidering the cul

tural-historical contexts of the.westerns under scrutiny. My turn to cultural history 

should be taken as a necessary supplement to the theoretical analysis of westerns. 

This turn is construed in line with "the New Historicism." Although the New 

Historicists are not bound together by a single politics or a common practice,10 they 

subscribe to the idea that the (poststructuralist) concept of "text" can be used as a 

viable interface between literary studies and cultural-historical contexts (White, 

"New Historicism" 293-94). The New Historicists assume that the "cultural-histori

cal system," which includes social institutions and practices, is a "text" itself.11 This 

opens up the possibility that literary and filmic texts can be studied as "functions, 

or articulations" of their cultural-historical contexts, and vice versa (297-98). The 

intertextual relationship between literature/film and cultural history enables New 
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Historicists to employ a "reciprocal concern with the historicity of texts and the tex-
tuality of history" (Montrose 20). 

Assuming a complex interaction between literature/film and cultural history 

along the axis of intertextuality, I concur with Jonathan Culler that both the 

meanings of a text and its contexts are not determined once and for all (On 

Reconstruction 123). The meanings of a text are not exclusively anchored in its period 

of making. Culler introduced the expression "framing the sign" for the activity of 

reading in order to emphasize that contexts are not given but produced {Framing the 

Sign ix). This production may be done by someone, a subject who is part of another 

historical present than his or her object of scrutiny. This study is a case of "framing" 

both texts and contexts. Since western texts are read "anew" from a present-day per

spective of masculinity, the "original" contexts gain a "new" cultural-historical 

emphasis, too. 

In part one, I address the distinctions within the constructions of traditional 

masculinity by noting a "crisis" in self-made masculinity in the fifties. This crisis is 

propelled by the demands of what Steven Cohan calls the "domestic mystique," 

which favors a "soft" version of masculinity over a "hard" one. I will suggest how 

these demands were on occasion circumvented in westerns and how the tough con

struction of masculinity is made complicit with the image of the male white-collar 

worker. In the late fifties, comedy is used to mediate the crisis in tough manliness 

that is evoked by the popularity of theatrical masculinity. In part two, the presence 

of the figure of the hero's over-domineering father, a clear deviation from western 

conventions, will be read as a comment on the downfall of McCarthyism. In the 

figure of the hypermasculine father who is bound to collapse, the haunting 

presence of McCarthy is commented upon as the apparition of a man who lured 

Americans into believing that he represented Americanism with its sleeves rolled 

up. Like the father-figure in westerns from the second half of the fifties, McCarthy 

was a man of authority who trusted his infallibility too much and lost his power the 

moment he acted as if he really embodied the (symbolic) Law. The figure of the cow

boy-father in the nineties film Unforgiven, however, functions as a neo-conservative 

criticism of the demands of contemporary feminism. This film suggests that the 

man who forgets his domestic duties may turn out to be the best father after all. 

Hence, Unforgiven can be seen as a nostalgic reference to a period when men were 

not called upon to take domestic responsibilities. 

In part three, American "Indian"-westerns are juxtaposed with Norman 

Mailer's late-fifties essay "The White Negro." Whereas the white man in Mailer's 

essay appropriates the fashionableness of projected black characteristics in order to 

articulate his rebellious identity, the western films lay bare the impossibility of 

becoming a white Indian. By suggesting that a white man is always-already stained 

by the culture from which he originates, these films problematize the assumption 
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that "going native" is a proper way of becoming a "rebel without a cause." Thomas 

Berger's "Indian"-western novel Little Big Man (1964) is discussed within the con

text of the appeal of Indian culture to American hippies. In contrast to Indians in 

fifties westerns who function as a screen for white notions of wildness and rebel

lion, the Indians in Berger's novel primarily figure as a "back to nature"-alternative 

to white society. The only way the hero can have access to the community of 

Cheyennes is at the expense of a disappearance of his "I": he is accepted by them 

insofar as he does not name himself by his "Indian" name. This condition can be 

read as a political gesture relevant to the sixties. The most fruitful way of expressing 

sympathy with minority groups at the time is to become an "other among others." 

The European "Indian"-western novel Winnetou I (1892) by German writer 

Karl May is read in a completely different context and will be related to fin de siècle 

German identity. In the context of fin de siècle Europe the fear reigns that its civili

zation may collapse due to the rapid progress of industrialization. The Indians in 

May's novel are represented as "noble savages" who are prepared to "see" the white 

German frontiersman as a masculine blood brother not yet affected by the "disease" 

of civilization. In the context of postwar Germany, in Harald Reinl's screen-version 

of May's novel, the Indians reappear as "noble savages" who once again accept the 

white hero Old Shatterhand as their blood brother. This time, however, the story 

presents itself as historical fiction. The western is alluded to as a genre that has suc

cessfully rewritten a past of unacceptable white American behavior as a glorious 

period of white pioneers. The illusion of interracial harmony between white fron

tiersman and Apache in Reinl's film serves to reassure a generation of postwar 

Germans, whose cultural identity is stained by the atrocities of the Nazi past, that 

the (re) writing of a barbarous past may heal the wounds of history. 

In part four the cultural-historical question will be addressed why the figure 

of the cowboy cannot function without a touch of irony in a postwar European con

text of anti-Americanism. The American form of masculinity undergoes a neces

sary shift in a European context. I will argue how the different types of humor in 

several Europeans westerns become meaningful as different articulations of post

war European identities. The mild caricature of the comic strip Lucky Luke is popu

lar in countries (France, Belgium, the Netherlands) where people's unease about the 

American influence in postwar Europe is balanced by feelings of gratitude for the 

American contribution to the liberation of these countries from Germany. In con

trast to France and the Low Countries, Italy has been burdened by its fascist past. 

Due to this historical legacy, a positive sense of national identity is under erasure in 

Italy. The severe criticism of the presumed heroism of Americans in spaghetti 

western films where the good cowboy is as vicious as the bad guy, functions as a 

contrastive screen to facilitate a positive self-identification for Italians. The self-

reflexive parody in the anti-western novel De Ballade van de Beul (1980) by Dutch 
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writer Louis Ferron can be read as an expression of malicious pleasure over the cri

sis in American moral politics in the seventies as a corollary of the withdrawal of 

U.S. military troops from Vietnam and the forced resignation of president Nixon. 

The built-in ironic attitude of Western European democracy is proposed as a good 

enough alternative to the anti-hero's deadly serious pursuit of the American dream. 

This dream of America as the land of total freedom is grounded in a tradition, also 

familiar from westerns, of rugged individualism and a display of tough masculine 

heroism. 

In part five, the relation between masculinity and male sexual identity is 

introduced. I will examine how the scenario of inter-male friendship and competi

tion is intertwined with conventional heterosexual masculinity. Homosocial rela

tions, which are characterized by homophobic irony, are particularly strong in 

westerns in the late fifties and the sixties because women are no longer 

automatically prepared to positively affirm men in their tough masculinity. This 

homosocial scenario is thwarted by the possibility of homosexual masculinity. In 

Andy Warhol's underground western Lonesome Cowboys the ironic exposure of male 

bodies is strictly staged for other men. Reading the homosexual identities of the 

cowboys in this film in a Pop Art context, I argue that the cowboys' explicit display 

of virility creates the effect of feminized masquerade. Finally, Cap Iversen's Dakota 

Taylor series can be read as a comment upon the key concern of queer theory since 

the late 1980s which holds that male homosexuality is not just female-identified but 

male-identified as well. At the same time, the novels by Cap Iversen offer a rigorous 

criticism of the nature of inter-male competition, since sexual desire between men 

short-circuits the homosocial chain of deadly rivalry. As soon as the friendship 

between men gets entangled with mutual desire, inter-male rivalry - the 

cornerstone of the regular western - becomes corroded. Owing to this short-circuit, 

the genre's fundamental element of inter-male competition is exchanged for the 

possibility of inter-male "friend-friendship." 

In explicitly stating that I read westerns and their contexts "anew" I violate 

the conventional concern of many scholars within the field of cultural history to 

"mind the gap" between past and present. I believe, along with Mieke Bal, that an 

attempt to see old times through present-day eyes is not an (implicit) indication of 

enacting a progressive step from past to present. Like Bal, I want to contradict the 

idea that we have learned the lessons from history (Double Exposures 129). We are 

neither better nor more subtle readers than people from previous generations. The 

historical gap is not a matter of improved quality, but of focus and angle: our fasci

nations and interests shift and we see differently. Understanding how we see dif

ferently can be regarded as a contribution not to widening, but to bridging the gap 

between past and present. This study tries to cross the temporal lag by recon

sidering westerns from an angle foregrounding constructions of masculinity in 

order to offer new perspectives on cultural-historical identities. 


